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System for shadow impact monitoring and

species conservation
Our system for shadow impact monitoring and species conservation 

enables you to comply with a large number of permit conditions applying 

to wind turbine generators (WTG). The system’s main focus is on compli-

ance with maximum permissible shadow impact periods for surrounding 

buildings, the places of immission (PI), as well as on shutting down the 

WTGs when bats or rare bird species are flying. Shutdowns for certain 

sectors or for sound protection as well as shutdown calendars can also be 

implemented. Our system is deployed in more than 1,800 wind farms of 

leading manufacturers all over Europe.
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species conservation
Our system for shadow impact monitoring and species conservation 

enables you to comply with a large number of permit conditions applying 

to wind turbine generators (WTG). The system’s main focus is on 

compliance with maximum permissible shadow impact periods for 

surrounding buildings, the places of immission (PI), as well as on shutting 

down the WTGs while bats or rare bird species are flying. Shutdowns for 

certain sectors or for sound protection as well as shutdown calendars can 

also be implemented. Our system for shadow impact monitoring and 

species conservation is deployed in more than 2,000 wind farms of the 

leading manufacturers all over Europe.

The system comprises a master unit and a project-related number of light 

sensors and meteorological instruments. Using our Shadow Manager 

software, the master unit is provided with all data specific to a project 

(e.g. coordinates of WTGs and buildings, permissible shadow impact 

periods or shutdown conditions for species conservation). During 

operation, the master unit will calculate the shadow impact periods, 

communicate with connected sensors, retrieve the current operational 

data of the WTGs, send stop/start commands as well as alarm messages to 

the WTGs and log all relevant events.

The master unit can monitor up to 100 wind turbine generators. To be able 

to take into account current operational data, such as nacelle position, 

rotor speed, wind speed or outside temperature, when monitoring the 

WTGs and PIs, the master unit features integrated interfaces for many WTG 

types.



Shadow impact log (extract)

Functional pattern of the system for shadow impact monitoring and species conservation

Structure of the system for shadow impact

monitoring and species conservation
The system consists of a master unit and at least one light sensor. Using 

our Shadow Manager software, the master unit is provided with all data 

specific to a project (e.g. coordinates of WTGs and buildings, permissible 

shadow impact periods, shutdown conditions for species conservation). 

During operation, the master unit will calculate the shadow impact peri-

ods, communicate with connected sensors, retrieve the current operational 

data of the WTG, send stop and start commands to the WTG and log all 

relevant events. To enable the master unit to determine if shadow impact 

effects are possible in theory, the light sensor of the system measures the 

sunlight’s intensity of illumination. Furthermore, the light sensor uses a 

GPS receiver to provide the master unit with time and location data. The 

light sensor is mounted on the nacelle of a WTG.

Shadow impact monitoring
Approving authorities usually require that daily and annual shadow im-

pact limits are complied with for buildings located in the vicinity of wind 

farms. The system can monitor the shadow impact immission for up to 300 

or up to 2,000 buildings, depending on the master unit used. The system 

depicts the building as walls and areas.

Depicting a building in Shadow Manager

Shadow impact monitoring
Approving authorities usually require that daily and annual shadow 
impact limits are complied with for buildings located in the vicinity of 
wind farms. The system can monitor the shadow impact immission for up 
to 2,000 buildings. The system depicts the buildings as walls and areas.

To enable the master unit to determine if shadow impact effects are 
possible generally, the light sensor of the system measures the sunlight’s 
intensity of illumination. Furthermore, the light sensor uses a GPS receiver 
to provide the master unit with the exact current time. Light sensors are 
mounted on the nacelle of a WTG.

To be able to optimally take into account any preloads caused by existing 
WTGs, a forecast is made for the current day. This allows the system to 
make the most of available daily budgets without exceeding the daily 
limit.
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Displaying a building in Shadow Manager

Displaying a building in Shadow Manager
Individual limit values can be set for each building. As soon as a limit value 

is exceeded, the responsible WTG is shut down until the shadow impact 

ends. Up to 50 or 100 WTGs, depending on the master unit used, can be 

connected to the system.

When calculating the shadow impact periods, the system will take into 

account the data measured by the light sensor in order to determine if 

under the prevailing light conditions shadow impact effects are possible or 

not. Large wind farms may deploy several light sensors.

To be able to take into account current operational data, such as nacelle 

position or rotor speed, when calculating the shadow impact periods, 

the master units of many WTG types have been provided with integrated 

interfaces. This considerably reduces the shutdown periods of WTGs.

Economic utilisation of the shadow impact budget
Setting a power output limit for each combination of WTG and PI is 

another way of reducing loss of earnings. If a WTG operates below said 

power output limit while causing shadow impact at a building, this WTG 

is stopped immediately. If it operates above the power output limit, the 

permitted periods of shadow impact will be exploited. Thus, the shadow 

impact budget will be conserved for times when the WTG can operate at a 

higher power output.

The master unit logs the times during which theoretical and actual 

shadow impact has occurred at the monitored buildings as well as the 

periods during which the WTG was shut down. The logs can be read out via 

a network interface.

Optimal use of the shadow impact budget
By taking into account the current nacelle position and rotor speed when 
calculating the shadow impact periods, the shutdown periods of each WTG 
can be reduced to the required minimum.

Setting a power output limit for each combination of WTG and PI is 
another way of reducing the loss of earnings. If a WTG operates below said 
power output limit while causing shadow impact at a building, this WTG is 
stopped immediately. If it operates above the power output limit, the 
permitted periods of shadow impact will be exploited. Thus, the shadow 
impact budget will be conserved for times when the WTG can operate at a 
higher power output.

The system’s phone option can be used by residents of a PI to activate 
shadow impact monitoring for their building by calling a dedicated 
number. Once such an activation has been carried out, a WTG causing 
shadow impact at the building concerned will be shut down immediately. 
An activation is only valid for the current day. On the one hand, this 
functionality helps to prevent WTGs from being shut down even though 
nobody is feeling disturbed (because nobody is present). On the other 
hand, it allows residents to stop shadow impact effects immediately even 
though the permitted limit values have not yet been reached. The phone 
option can be enabled for each PI individually.

Shadow impact log (extract)

Logs
The master unit logs the periods during which theoretical and actual 
shadow impact has occurred at the monitored buildings as well as the 
periods during which the WTG was shut down. In addition to the daily and 
yearly counter readings of the PIs, the system also saves current operatio-
nal data of the WTGs as well as the intensity of illumination.

The logs are stored redundantly on two USB media. The logs can be 
retrieved via a secure network connection using Shadow Manager.

Advanced sorting and filtering functions are available for the evaluation of 
the logs. It is possible to output the logs as PDF or CSV documents.

If a more accurate monitoring of certain measurements is necessary 
further logs could be set up to save the chosen measurements cyclically.

Based on a created project it is possible to calculate the shadow impact 
periods in advance, for example for one year. This feature could be helpful 
if the loss of earnings by shadow shut down periods should be calculated 
or if a complaint by residents should be handled.



Species conservation
In order to prevent bats or rare bird species from colliding with rotating 

blades of WTGs, the authorities require that WTGs are shut down under 

certain meteorological conditions. In order to comply with requirements 

of this kind, you can set date ranges and time periods within the system. 

Time periods may be defined by time of day or by position of the sun.

It is also possible to divide the period from sunrise to sunset into identical 

time slices. In addition, you can define one time slice each for the time 

prior to sunset and the time after sunrise. You can then assign individual 

shutdown conditions to each range. The parameters that can be taken into 

account as shutdown conditions include wind speed, outside temperature, 

rainfall and humidity. If all conditions for an increased risk of collision are 

met, the responsible WTGs will be shut down. The shutdowns as well as 

start, change and end of the monitoring periods will be logged.

Bat log (extract)

 
The system can obtain the meteorological readings via the communication 

interface to the WTGs. However, it is also possible to connect other

measuring instruments to the master unit of the system, e.g. a rainfall 

monitor or a hydrothermal transducer.

Species conservation
In order to prevent bats or rare bird species from colliding with rotating 

blades of WTGs, the authorities require that WTGs are shut down under 

certain meteorological conditions.

In order to comply with requirements of this kind, you can set date ranges 

and time periods within the system. Time periods may be defined by time 

of day or by position of the sun.

It is also possible to divide the period from sunrise to sunset into identical 

time slices. In addition, you can define one time slice each for the time 

prior to sunset and the time after sunrise.

Each time range defined in this way can then be assigned individual 

shutdown conditions, such as limit values for wind speed, outside 

temperature, precipitation amount or humidity. 

Each shutdown condition can be assigned a hysteresis or delay.

If all conditions for an increased risk of collision are met, the WTGs 

concerned will be shut down.

Information on shutdowns as well as start, change and end of the 

monitoring periods will be logged in separate bat and bird protection logs.

The system can obtain the meteorological readings via the communication 

interface to the WTGs. However, it is also possible to connect other 

measuring instruments to the master unit of the system (to measure e.g. 

precipitation amount, humidity, temperature or wind speed).

Bat log (extract)



Our services
• Individual consulting and preparation of offers for your wind farm projects

• Creation of shadow impact concepts for overlapping wind farm layouts

• Installation and commissioning of systems for shadow impact

 monitoring and species conservation

• Surveying the coordinates of wind turbines and places of immission

• Shadow impact calculations based on surveyed coordinates

• Creation of documents for approving authorities

• Changing the system configuration in accordance with permit changes

• Backup and evaluate logs

• System repair and maintenance

Our company
NorthTec is an owner-operated business that has developed and 

implemented measuring and control systems for various applications 

since 1999. Our team of more than 35 employees will solve the most 

complicated tasks and turn your ideas into reality. We guide our customers 

through the entire process from initial consultation, production and com-

missioning through to professional servicing, to make sure your turbines 

deliver maximum results.

NorthTec GmbH & Co. KG
Nylanndamm 4

24980 Schafflund

Germany

Phone +49 (0) 46 39 · 78 33 - 0

E-Mail info@northtec.de

Web www.northtec.de

Our company
NorthTec is an owner-operated business that has developed and 
manufactured measuring and control systems for various applica-
tions since 1999. Our team of more than 35 employees will solve the 
most complicated tasks and turn your ideas into reality. Guiding our 
customers through the entire process, we offer full service – from 
concept development to production and commission through to 
professional servicing – to ensure your projects deliver maximum 
results.

Our services 
• Individual consulting and preparation of offers for your wind farm projects

• Creation of shadow impact concepts for overlapping wind farm layouts

• Installation and commissioning of systems for shadow impact monitoring                          

   and species conservation

• Surveying the coordinates of wind turbines and places of immission

• Shadow impact calculations based on surveyed coordinates

• Creation of documents for approving authorities

• Changing the system configuration in accordance with permit changes

• Backup and evaluate logs

• System repair and maintenance

NorthTec GmbH & Co. KG
Nylanndamm 4

24980 Schafflund

Tel.: +49 4639 78330

E-Mail: info@northtec.de

www.northtec.de
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